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Kafka and Camus infuse a unique philosophy into writing through their distinctive styles. Kafka and 

Camus illustrate how society tends to judge people as if we are greater beings, thus inquiring if a 

person capitulates into their surrounding culture, does the person really submerge into normalcy? 

Kafka points out that one cannot be accepted even if they do concede with their quagmire. Both 

authors write about how no one is perfect and yet we try to moderate the achievements of others. 

Kafka uses Freudianism among other philosophies to depict character development and theme. Camus 

however, creates a theme which focuses on existentialism. Kafka suggests that one cannot judge the 

value of a person, while Camus propounds that a person is measured by more than their philosophy. 

Camus portrays how life in the society of the day just goes by and there are no hero’s that come to 

save the day.  

 

In ‘The Stranger’ by Albert Camus Meursault finds out that his mother died; “Maman died today. Or 

yesterday maybe, I don’t know” (Camus, 3), revealing his existential character. After his mother’s 

funeral, Meursault dates Marie whom he uses for physical satisfaction, emotionlessly he declares, 

“When she laughed I wanted her again. A minute later she asked me if I loved her. I told her it didn’t 

mean anything but that I didn’t think so…” (Camus, 35) His lack of emotion regarding her, and the 

lack of remorse at her pain shows how he is focused only on his personal pleasure. He does not 

conform to the societal norms of the day because he spends time with an undesirable, low-life like 

Raymond. Meursault further rejects the society of the day’s expectations, with his apparent lack of 

moral constitution. On visiting the beach with Marie and Raymond he detects Arabs following 
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Raymond. Meursault reinforces this claim by senselessly murdering an Arab due his aversion to 

excessive heat. Ironically, he recalls the shooting with happiness; “Then I fired four more times at the 

motionless boy where the bullets lodged without leaving a trace. And it was like knocking four quick 

times on the door of happiness.” (Camus, 59) Prison life causes him to reflect on his actions; “My 

nature was such that my physical needs often got in the way of my feelings” (Camus, 65); and yearn 

for Marie; “… the face I was looking for was as bright as the sun … and it belonged to Marie” (Camus, 

119) Meursault does not accept an opportunity to repent and is taken to the gallows, finally realising 

that his existence holds value. 

 

‘The Metamorphosis’ by Franz Kafka reveals a fantastic premise; the protagonist, Gregor transforming 

into a bug. Kafka uses the transformation to show Gregor grappling with his identity. His reaction to 

the transformation is unique, as he absurdly considers; “What if I went back to sleep for another while 

and forgot all this foolishness?”(Kafka, 11) Likewise, he struggles to get comfortable and bizarrely 

thinks, “What a strenuous profession I have chosen!” (Kafka, 11) revealing that his work holds more 

importance than his predicament. Upon hearing his mother’s voice he is concerned about 

communication. After hearing his family call him he tries to get up but his bug-like form suppresses 

his reaction forcing him to contemplate on the things that lie ahead; “calmest possible reflection is far 

preferable to desperate decisions.”(Kafka, 14)At the realisation of the metamorphosis, Gregor’s family 

starts to avoid him and treat him as if he were insignificant; finally his father rejects him by hurling an 

apple at him. Gregor is neglected by his sister and rejected by his family. Upon Gregor’s demise his 

family celebrated the loss of an insignificant being. 
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Existentialism plays a major role in this novel. Most of Camus works are written such that life just 

goes on: with no motive behind it.  Meursault does not seem to participate in the story; “I learned very 

quickly that none of it really mattered.”(Camus, 41) The gun symbolizes Camus loss of control due to 

the existentialistic attitude of Meursault, which leads to apathy towards life thus leading to death. 

Raymond is the foil for Meursault; however Meursault is not a great protagonist himself. Readers feel 

discontentment, because Meursault could not please the society, making the reader realise that, in 

everyone there is a Meursault; “I opened myself to the gentle indifference of the world; finding it so 

much like myself…”(Camus, 122). Camus’ presentation of the character makes one question the 

essence of passion in life as he shows: life is becoming a tedious task that is void of purpose. 

Existentialism and the survival of an existential hero are peculiar as all the hero would do is live for 

the sake of living. Meursault is used to show the inequality within society due to its judgmental 

approach. The symbolism in this novel is seen in the knife and the gun which both symbolize the loss 

of control. Camus uses Freudianism in relation to the death of Meursault just like the suffering his 

father went through before his death from a war wound.  

 

Kafka on the other hand uses Freudianism: placing events from his past life into the future. Kafka’s 

father frequently insulted him therefore; Kafka’s sister was the only family member that Kafka viewed 

with true love she is described as “his youngest and most supportive sister Ottla” (Hornek); “Only his 

sister had still remained close to Gregor all the same.”(Kafka, 29) These are some of the similarities 

that we see between ‘The Metamorphosis’ and Kafka’s life. Most people can relate to the story, if they 
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try and get through the surrealism. Kafka is brave in showing a side of himself that most other people 

would reject if it were their own experience. Kafka’s intended to tell people that they should 

experience life as a lower form before they can truly appreciate what they already possess. The 

metamorphosis into a bug makes the reader question the use of surrealism; Kafka uses this as he found 

bugs disgusting and the image of them created a lower life form. The apple a symbol of rejection from 

everything he held dear. Most readers wonder why Kafka wrote the story in a manner that is filled with 

all the symbolism but that is his own writing style.   

The theme within both novels is apathy for the utter lack of meaninglessness. That is apparent within 

the situations in which Meursault takes pleasure, for example; the long drag on his cigarette and Marie 

whom he “has a thing for at the time”(Camus, 19). However, people can be passionate about things 

without having to be judged by society. Meursault was indifferent upon the demise of his mother, the 

love a girl had for him or the fact that he was going to die. Both novels start off with the main 

characters experiencing great change that they did expect and yet they are non-responsive. Through 

this, the reader may also realise that this style was a way in which both authors’ expressed melancholic 

emotions. Gregor finds passion in earning for his family, another passion that is not well justified. The 

metamorphosis symbolises events that relate to the life of the society of the day. This novel shows the 

importance of image within our society. The show of family ‘love’ displays the superficiality of human 

relations and it questions the depth of familial bonds. Before the transformation, Gregor was 

considered insignificant even though he was the family’s bread winner; this causes the reader to 

question whether people are only valued for their contributions: if a person is existential does that 

make them void of value.  
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Both novels display the spiritual dilemma of the world. Camus and Kafka question events in their life 

in ways that are not apparent therefore, questioning the existence of truth in the value of life. Their 

novels are in the form of stories, yet they seem reflective; probing the social hierarchy and the shallow 

nature of humans in relation to allocating a value to people. Kafka uses Surrealism, Expressionism, 

Freudianism, Existentialism and Marxism. Even though the translated versions do not conserve the 

intact value of the work, Kafka’s work is extremely symbolic; even the positions of the punctuation 

marks hold meaning. Kafka and Camus portray their metaphysical search for God or some type of 

greater soul. Kafka does not write about the real struggles that people go through, instead he writes 

about ones that are imaginary; thus creating a sense of humour that is unique therefore, hard to 

comprehend. Camus uses short sentences and makes his works succinct; so that it is understandable 

because the main focus is to relay the philosophical theme. He wrote about a wide range of moral 

issues in the world. Both works were written by the authors with the intent to make the audience 

question life thus, noticing the obscure within the obvious.  
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